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Special: Interview with Vic Gammon



Can anyone help Shaz Turner with her search?

Having inherited my grandparents' Wheatstone English Concertina, I
am interested in the history of the instrument in the Salvation Army.
I have picked up anecdotal stories and photos of concertina bands
but cannot pin down when the Sally Army stopped buying/using
concertinas and why!?

It seems to be all brass now but I have my Gran's SA tutor book
(how I learned!) and I know many officers had them issued into the
20th century (mine is 1933).

I have been doing historical talks and would like to add any new
information I could find. It would also be nice to write a piece for
Concertina World! If anyone has any leads, stories or photos I would
be most grateful!
Shaz Turner -
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Editorial

Dear Readers,

A new year and a very interesting interview with
Vic Gammon by Paul Walker. Several tunes were
donated by members for the music supplement
for which heartfelt thanks.
Of course more is welcome for next issues. My call for music that is
copyright free in CW 468 has really been fruitful and is an ongoing
request.

Do notice that another AGM is coming up on 22 April 2017. If you
can; do join the Westmidlands Concertina Group with John
Kirkpatrick's workshop and concert.
The agenda with details is on next page and reports from the
Treasurer, Membership Secretary and Editor as wel as a notice from
the Secretary can be found from 37 onward.

Pauline

        Next deadline is 15 May 2017

Note to the ICA members who have not yet paid their
subscription for 2017

The ICA subscription became due on 1st January 2017 and if you
have not yet paid your subscription you should make the
appropriate payment for your membership type and location in the
world as soon as possible if you wish to remain a member and
receive further copies of the Concertina World.

You will find the payment details and the renewal form on pages 47
and 48 respectively of Concertina World issue #468 (December
2016).
If you are uncertain as to whether you have already paid please
contact the Membership Secretary at membership@concertina.org
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International Concertina Association (ICA)
AGM 2017 hosted by

West Midlands Concertinas

Please join us for the ICA AGM on Saturday 22nd April 2017
Preceded by a Shropshire Tunes Workshop with John Kirkpatrick
After the AGM John will give us a concert supported by Jackie
Gribble & John Williams

Programme for the day:
Coffee/tea available from 10.00 am
Workshop 10.30 – 12.30. FREE to members, £2.50 for non-members
AGM starts at 2 pm
Refreshments will be available after the AGM
Concert 5.30 – 7.00 pm. Cost: £5 members/concessions, £8 others

Venue: Wesley Methodist Church
Mount Pleasant, Quarry Bank, Brierley Hill, DY5 2YN
There is a car park at the side of the church.
The venue is very close to the large Merry Hill shopping centre where there
are two hotels:
Copthorne Hotel, Level St, DY5 1UR. 020 3564 5165
Travelodge, Dudley Rd, DY5 1LE. 08719 846063

For lunch there is the Vine (Batham's brewery tap) & the Corn Exchange
(Flaming Grill) nearby and various food outlets a 10 minute walk away in
the Merry Hill Centre.

Black Country Living Museum (BCLM) www.bclm.co.uk
Dudley Zoo www.dudleyzoo.org.uk
There is open country to the west of the Black Country with good walks
around Kinver Edge .

Please contact me (Ann Oliver) with
any queries, and to reserve tickets
for the concert. Also it will be
helpful to know if you are coming to
the workshop
01564 782104  email:
annoliver@waverider.co.uk
<>
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INTERNET VIDEO JUKEBOX 11
      With Paul Walker spinnin’ the platters

For speedy access:
Go straight to the ICA web site where Michel van
der Meiren, our ace Webmaster, has turned the
hyperlinks (the gobbledygook bit) into a  stunning
TV-like  slideshow. Excellent work - Michel.

Malcolm Clapp - The Water Feature. Fine anglo playing from
Australia. One of Malcolm’s own compositions.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tok3D4cTXxU

"Imitations on the Concertina" Played by Dutch Daly G & T C 1902
GC 9138. Very early 78 rpm.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rXsF7wZ0Ypc

"Entry of the Gladiators" Concertina Solo by Percy Honri-
Twickenham film star from the 1930s.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R5X0GZ_ksj4

Los de Pukara de juliaca; “Porque me enamore de ti”. Using a
Wheatstone 48 key which blends nicely with this Bolivian acoustic
rock music.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jhmrfHlV1Y0

Rory McMahon (Concertina) - Drunken Landlady / McKenna's Reels
from Clare (Noel Hill’s young nephew).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ilaKZ5BB0F8

WILL DUKE & DAVE HILL Step Dance Tune - Royal Oak Folk Lewes.
The anglo wizard who specialises in the push-pull English style as
popularised by Scan Tester.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o_a-KlG-t3U

       Thanks to Harry Scurfield for inspiration.

Brogan McAuliffe and Darren Breslin -anglo & accordion-terrific
rhythm. Irish reels recorded in East Anglia.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vVH853OnJ5E
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Noel Battle Mouth Organ & Roisin Broderick Concertina Culfada –
a preview of this year’s anglo tutor at the Swaledale Squeeze.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=smMFWDgNMCM

Toru Kato                                
A Town with An Ocean View (Japan); idiosyncratic music on a C/G
Stagi anglo.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h54ZQlIMwSc

Bull at the Wagon - Bertram Levy - October 2013. Bertram (who
wrote the tutor “The Anglo-Concertina Demystified”) is giving a
concert on the 17.2.17 at the London Irish Centre.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L_-hmdSZhT0

Steve Turner – ‘Peace Descends’. Expressive vocals by Steve
accompanying himself on the anglo.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S1LNbPu3AEE

Jabberwockistan-"David's Lamentation" (Cooper #239) on Hayden
duet concertina in Kabul.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=djQCJqOSA-U

Jochen Riemer (1) on MacCann Duet concertina at Swaledale
Squeeze 2015. A sprightly 3/2 hornpipe plus improvisations.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BgapFaHRVcs

BERNARD WRIGLEY sings "Nelly the Elephant- accompanying
himself on a fine single-action bass concertina.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ijTwiOYGGnU

Readers : please share your YouTube links of concertina
players of any genre with the editor. <>
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Welcome to Vic Gammon, academic, historian and dab hand
on the anglo-concertina - interviewed by Paul Walker.

PW: As a time-served Morris man, I remember your name in the
past in connection with "The Tale of Ale" recording. We would
often sing Ale Glorious Ale and Drink Old England Dry, when we
were in our cups. Do you see that recording as the highlight of your
career prior to now?

VG: It was an interesting project which originated in a Radio 3
programme I wrote, and I am very pleased I did it, but I certainly
wouldn't call it the highlight of my career. Having spent a year as a
full-time professional musician 1974–1975 playing with Shirley
Collins and the Etchingham Steam Band, I had decided that I didn't
want that sort of life. It is nothing about not enjoying performing, it
is much more about not wanting to spend a large proportion of my
life hammering up-and-down motorways and getting very homesick.
I admire some of my friends that do that, but it was not for me. I
also have scruples about ecological sustainability, I know people
who do 30,000-40,000 miles a year gigging!

I’m very pleased I did 'Tale of Ale’, it belongs to that period after my
period with Etchingham when I was both entering advanced study
and trying to broaden my range of music related activities.  There
are some great performances on it - and I learnt a lot about
recording and mixing with the wonderful Nick Kinsey at Livingstone
Studios. It has been constantly available since it was first issued, I
think in 1978. Just the other day I went on to the website of a pub
in Frosterley in the Derwent Valley and they use two tracks from the
album as the background to their promo video!

After that album, although I did a great deal of playing and
performing, most of it was local, in and around Sussex and then
West Yorkshire, and did the music for twenty or so radio and stage
plays (including the award-winning ‘Death and the Tango’ by John
Fletcher in 1992) but was just too busy to keep that work up when I
became a University teacher that year. But in terms of published
output I put my effort mainly into research work, some of which I
think is much more important. Someone wrote to me recently that
'your crucial work had helped shape a whole field’; it is nice when
you get appreciation like that.
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PW: Ah - I hadn’t realized your written work was such a significant
part of your opus.

VG:  I try to make my research accessible to the generally
interested, and as available as possible via my academia.edu
website at https://newcastle.academia.edu/VicGammon. My 2008
book of essays, Desire, Drink and Death in English Folk and
Vernacular Song has just been issued as a paperback and that has
some of my best work in it including the scholarly side of ‘Tale of
Ale’ and what I think is my own favourite piece of work ‘Singing and
Popular Funeral Practices in the Eighteenth and Nineteenth
Centuries’ - it is not everyday you discover a whole genre of
material that nobody much knew about.

I like performing and making recordings but there is also other
important work to do, and there are a hell of a lot of good
performers around. I have quite a number of CDs in my collection
that I have not yet opened - I like live performance! I was
discussing doing another CD of drink related songs with Louisa
Killen, but when she died it somewhat took the wind out of my sails.
I have the material but it does feel a bit like treading old ground
whereas 'Early Scottish Ragtime' is definitely a new direction.

PW: What sort of a split have you had in your activities between
academic and musical? Newcastle seems like a hot bed for folk
culture…

VG: That has always been a hard one to negotiate, you never
achieve the perfect balance, but I also feel the combination of being
a researcher and a performing musician, each activity informs the
other. I spent the last six years of my working life mostly as head of
the folk degree course at Newcastle, and I really could not have
hoped for a better job to end my working career. I was able to
follow the research that interested me and also able to work with
some very energetic and talented young musicians.

One of my former students said to me that being on the folk degree
was like being at a four-year folk festival. So I got a lot of musical
satisfaction out of working on the degree. It has been very pleasing
to see some of my former students from Newcastle make a success
of their musical careers, I recently went to performances by Emily
Portman, Lucy Farrell, Rachel Newton, and Laura-Beth Salter all
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doing great stuff. I follow some on Youtube or some send me CDs -
there is a great East Anglian outpost of former students including
Nick Zupardi and Georgia Shackleton. The banjo player Dan Walsh is
a phenomenon, Rob Heron and the Tea Pad Orchestra are doing
great stuff, Tom Cronin plays mandolin with them, an excellent
musician, and ’The Shee’ are all former students. Even some of
those who have not achieved any sort of national status are still
doing some great work. Some stay around Newcastle, but great
place that it is, it cannot support so many musicians. There were not
many concertina players on the course (odd that considering three of
the staff were concertina players) but Pip Ives who now works for
Hobgoblin in Kent, is a very skilled Anglo player.

PW: Which system of concertina do you prefer - I now find out
you've played English as well as Anglo and duet?

VG: I had a fascination for the concertina quite early on and it has
stayed with me - I lived round the corner from Harry Crabb’s shop
for a while but it was at a time I could not afford to buy one! I’ve
almost played them all, but now I have settled on the Anglo. I
played guitar from the age of 13 and got a melodeon when I was
about 20, but in terms of concertinas I started on the English, I
guess in the late 60s. I don't think I was ever that good a player on
it. In the 70s I developed tenosynovitis, a really nasty tendon
inflammation because of the sideways pressure on the thumb
caused by playing a heavy English concertina. I had to strap my
thumb to my forefinger for about three months to help cure it.
Instruments can be dangerous! So I gave up the English and took
up the MacCann duet. I had no interest in playing the Anglo at that
time because my musical partner was Will Duke, a really, really
great Anglo player, and there were some other pretty tidy players in
Sussex like Jim Harding (now sadly dead) and Tony Dunn.

The duet is a wonderful instrument, but to be good on it you really
have to put in the hours, and I could not do that and play all the
other things (stringed instruments as well as squeezeboxes) I was
trying to play. I've always loved exploring instruments, it is a
strength and a weakness! When I moved away from Sussex in
1992, my wife Sheila had a little Sally Army Lachenal Anglo. I
started messing about on it and took to it like a duck to water. I
suppose the melodeon background helped but I found the Anglo
much more flexible than the melodeon and I never looked back, I
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use Anglos for both song accompaniment and tune playing, and
about 10 years ago I decided, with some regret, to give up the duet.
I played the duet throughout my period as a schoolteacher, and just
kept the louder of the two instruments I had in school. I found it a
wonderfully useful instrument, great harmonic flexibility. So my
advice is, if you want to be good on the duet - and it is a great
instrument - just play that, don’t be an instrument explorer like me!

PW: I was interested to read that you've played in a country dance
band with Terry Potter, I think on mouth organ? Do I remember him
from Ashley Hutchings "Kicking up the Sawdust”?

VG: Yes indeed. I sort of took the place of Terry in the Etchingham
Steam Band for touring purposes, and after the band finished in
1975 I started playing with Terry around Sussex. I was in two dance
bands in Sussex, and really played a lot for dancing. Terry is a
wonderful musician, great rhythmic drive and accuracy and his
cousin Ian Holder is a tremendously reliable accordion player to
have in a band, a real rock of a musician. That band was called
Potters Wheel, but I also played in the Pump and Pluck Band with
Will Duke. Somewhat different styles, Terry was influenced quite a
lot by Scottish players, (particularly Jimmy Shand) whereas Will is
the inheritor of Scan Tester’s style of Anglo playing - and some of
Scan's instruments, which he still plays. Will and I still manage to
get together occasionally, notably at Whitby.

PW: I often think, as someone who spent too many of my Saturday
nights when the kids were little, onstage playing for ceilidhs, that
country dance tunes only really come alive when folk are dancing to
them. And that being the engine for the dance tells you as a
musician how to phrase them and where the emphasis goes?

VG: I did 30 years of playing for dances on Saturday nights! I
decided to retire from playing for dancing when I moved to
Northumberland in 2004. I think we learn from instrumentalists'
tune books and other evidence that music was often played for the
sheer enjoyment of playing it, but I think that your general point
about phrasing and emphasis is a good one. Playing for dancing
adds a dimension to your playing, when it works well, there is a
dynamic between dancers and players that is informing and
positive. But I also think that is something you can take away from
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the dance situation, having played for dancing the experience can
inform your musicianship generally.

PW: Syncopation lies at the heart of your Early Scottish Ragtime
CD, but it's an idea I only partly understand. So while we've got the
services of an expert...! Your definition makes sense to me, but I
have trouble relating it to tunes I know. So a couple of points:
Scotch Snap (e.g. a semi quaver followed by a dotted quaver as in a
Strathspey) - I'm guessing this isn't syncopated, since you’re not
crossing the strong on-beats of the bar?

VG: I don't think of myself as an expert, more an explorer, but I
certainly do take an active interest in these matters!

I have been criticised for not linking the ideas of syncopation with
the Scotch snap, and I really should have discussed it. The Scotch
snap might be considered a form of syncopation, you could argue
that it shifts the emphasis within the beat, but on the other hand
you could say what it does, for example in the context of a
Strathspey, is emphasise the beat by playing two notes in the place
of one, thus emphasising the snapped note - a bit like a flam in
drumming. Snap is actually a good word for what is happening but
these things are never that clear when you try to express musical
things in words, and in some ways it is a very touchy-feely thing, it
is about the way you sense what is happening musically. There is
some very interesting work coming out of Edinburgh University that
demonstrates this type of snap is a feature of a lot of Gaelic vocal
music and may have gone from there to instrumental music. But no,
I don’t think the Scotch snap is particularly relevant to the sort of
syncopation I am exploring.

The whole area of how this older music is articulated is a problem
and we really should confess a fair degree of ignorance. Consider
the four-four hornpipe, often written out as a succession of straight
quavers and crotchets, usually with three crotchets at the end of an
eight bar section.  Sometimes played much as written (sometimes
called 'straight'), more often played with varying degrees of
lengthening and shortening, (often called ‘dotted’). When I have
done some very careful transcription (using slowing methods), for
example from the concertina playing of Scan Tester, I have tended
to find that what on first hearing is ‘straight’ is rarely so, there is
almost always a degree of lengthening and shortening going on.
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Once you do that lengthen and shortening you are well on the way
to articulating something like what jazz musicians call swing. So my
basic idea is 1. confess your ignorance, 2. learn as much as you can
about how the music might have been played, think about how you
interpret the music and then explore it. There are no absolutely
right answers and all music we make now is in some ways
contemporary music.

PW: We play 3/2 hornpipe with a feature of quaver-crotchet-quaver
which I think is syncopated? (e.g. Punchinello’s aka Rusty Gulley).
And yet this is a repeated feature in the tune surely, not a
temporary movement from the on beat (part of your definition of
syncopation)?

VG: Again I think the language is working against us. When we talk
about a temporary movement that can be a misleading idea, it does
not mean that syncopations are not a permanent feature of a
particular tune. If we take the first section of 'Bob Chadduck’s Jig'
(track one on Early Scottish Ragtime) - we hear a bar of what we
can describe as straight semi-quavers and then in bar two, the tune
syncopates, quaver-crotchet-quaver, and throws the emphasis onto
the off-beat. It stays in a syncopating mode (short-long-short)
pretty much until bar 7 when it is back on a regular, straight
footing. There is a dynamic within the tune that contrasts the
rhythmically regular parts of the tune with the syncopating parts. I
think that is what I mean by a temporary movement from the on
beat. [See the Music Supplement where Vic has supplied the
music for that jig.]

The 3/2 hornpipes are fascinating tunes, sometimes rhythmically
complex, a few survived in popular playing tradition, for example
'The Lads of Alnwick’. Actually, calling then 3/2 hornpipes can itself
be misleading. Some of the more complex tunes actually switch
their time base between 3/2 and 6/4 though this is not always
reflected in the way a tune is written out, so a single bar of 3/2 you
could count as 1 2 1 2 1 2, emphasising the 1s, and a single bar of
6/4 you could count as 1 2 3 1 2 3. So I prefer the term triple time
hornpipes. But whether there is syncopation in them depends on
how you are counting/accentuating the beat. Take ‘Rusty Gulley' for
example, if you are counting strictly in 2s all the way through, then
bars 2, 4, 6 and 8 contain syncopation; if however you feel and play
the tune as an alternation of 1 2 1 2 1 2 and 1 2 3 1 2 3 then there
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is a shift of time base (technically 3/2 to 6/4) and there is no
syncopation. Is this getting a bit heavy? Some people’s eyes just
glaze over when you start talking musical technicalities!

There are some glorious examples of triple time hornpipes, I love
the simple setting of ‘Flat Cap’ and doing this interview has
reminded me I have not played it for a long time. I think it was John
Offord and John Kirkpatrick who first drew our attention to those
types of tunes - good on them!

PW: My knowledge of ragtime is even sketchier (despite loving
Joplin et al) but I found an interesting list of features on the Jazz in
America web site. I don't know if you'd agree with their exhaustive
list?

VG: Yes I have seen that website. What it describes is the classic
ragtime of the late 1890s and 1900s, the piano music of Joplin,
Turpin, Lamb etc. There is so much wrong with what the website
says it would be tedious to give a complete critique, it gives the
impression of being written by a juvenile, a rather uninformed one
at that. Take 'Since ragtime was conceived and developed before
records were invented, it was "recorded" on piano rolls’. That is just
wrong. Piano rolls were made, they were a popular medium of the
day, but they were in competition with other media including audio
cylinder and disc. Some of the first audio ragtime recordings were
actually banjo solos and duets performed by people like Vess
Ossman and Fred Stuber, and date from the late 1890s, the very
time that Maple Leaf Rag was taking off as a national and
international hit.

I have a theory that piano ragtime could not have emerged before
the 1890s because the pianos were not there in sufficient numbers
to make it a viable idiom. I have tried to get hold of figures for
piano production in the USA in the 19th century but they do not
seem to be available for the period we are interested in. Ragtime
originated as a banjo music, in the sixty or so years before the turn
of the century. The ‘left hand’ of the piano players had its origins in
the feet of banjo players and the percussion of tambourines and
bones. Some players even switched from being banjo players to
pianists as the piano became a more common instrument. Piano
sales increased rapidly from 1900 before crashing in the 1920s but I
have not been able to find reliable figures for earlier.
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That Jazz in America website also has that sort of … I feel slightly
patronising and almost racist overcompensation. Take for example,
'Ragtime is primarily an African American invention and was a
source of pride to African American composers, musicians, and
listeners’. It was also a cause of ridicule and racist abuse! Read the
sources, it created hysteria in some quarters - ragtime was going to
corrupt the morals of the nation! It was 'jungle music'! It is just not
as simple as the website declares. Ragtime was the result of the
melding or synthesis of both African-American and European
elements.

PW: It struck me that Kerr's Caledonian tunes etc could only really
be the precursors of ragtime given that JIA sees ragtime as
essentially piano music with a syncopated RH melody allied to a
non-syncopated bass in the L. (And this is not to decry your
intriguing connection of ragtime and Scottish music.)  Your
comment Vic?

VG: An old way of thinking said that the harmony was essentially
European, but the rhythmic quality was basically African. I wanted
to at least put up a big question mark alongside such ideas through
making Early Scottish Ragtime. What I have no doubt of is that
ragtime is the result of an encounter between different musical
cultures and it resulted in a synthesis that I find really exhilarating.
To cut the discussion short, we do not exactly know how the precise
elements interacted to produce what we call ragtime. What we do
know is that in spite of the racism and generally unfavourable
circumstances, something musically quite magical went on in the
USA in the 19th century. Why and exactly how it happened remains
and I think will remain a mystery.

So you are quite correct, the American pieces represented in Kerr’s
are examples of what I call ‘proto-ragtime’, the precursors of
classic, piano ragtime, with its um-pah left hand and march-derived
musical form. But ragtime did not come out of nothing, it was the
development of an essentially banjo-based music that for about 50
years created the raw materials out of which Joplin, Turpin etc made
what we know today as ragtime. A common sense but over simple
approach might be: if it sounds like ragtime in some ways it is
ragtime! Do ‘Bob Chadduck's Jig’, ‘Oakland Gardens’ and ‘Hell on the
Wabash’ sound like ragtime? The central point I wanted to make
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was that music that sounds like what we call ragtime was circulating
and being played in Britain long before the ragtime craze at the turn
of the twentieth century. I think that is really interesting and if it
upsets some of our received notions of music history, all well and
good.
PW: You'll be pleased to know I failed your test of trying to
distinguish the origin of the CD tracks (American versus Scottish).
And failed convincingly - starting Scottish tunes with a banjo had
me fooled! One of the strong points of the CD is your inventive
arrangement I think (and what a sympathetic band!)...

VG: I would fail that test too if I did not know the pieces already! Of
course, you can well say that we have interpreted the older pieces
in the light of understanding something of the ragtime idiom. I
would not want to deny that. I still think, however, that there are
strong similarities between the American proto-ragtime pieces that
were published in Edinburgh and Glasgow and some of the older
pieces from printed British tune books.

Starting a Scottish tune with a banjo may have fooled you but the
banjo (along with the concertina) was a popular instrument in
Scotland from the mid-nineteenth century - try searching ‘banjo’ in
some Scottish newspapers on the British Newspaper Archive website
(you don’t have to have a subscription to do a basic search just to
see what might be there). I was recently looking through some
Scottish newspapers and found ’T F Briggs - the world’s greatest
banjo player’ (he of 'Tom Brigg's Jig’ on the CD) performed in
Aberdeen in 1849. There is the past (what actually happened) and
there is our perception of the past (our idea of what happened) -
they are never the same thing, which is one of the reasons I find
history interesting - it is full of surprises!

My research agenda has been shaped by an interest in folk music
with its largely rural focus, but if I had my time again I would also
research aspects of urban amateur music making from the second
half of the nineteenth century - there is a great deal of fascinating
stuff to be uncovered there, it is a world of concertinas, banjos,
mandolins, brass bands and penny readings; Kerr’s is part of that
world. Do people know that Joplin’s ‘The Entertainer’ was written for
a mandolin club?
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Until sound recording came along it is incredibly difficult to know
how notated music was actually performed, anyone who tells you
differently is kidding you and probably kidding themselves as well. I
have had lots of arguments with 'early music’ specialists in the past,
some of them remain good friends! One of the reasons I called it
Early Scottish Ragtime was a bit of a joke at the expense of my
early music friends. One reviewer got in touch with me on a point of
information; I sorted that out but suggested that he could address
three questions in his review: is it early? Is it Scottish? and is it
ragtime?!

The musicians I worked with on this project are all people I know
well, am very fond of and they are all great performers. They all
brought unique ways of playing to the project, unique voices if you
like, but also responded well to the spirit of what we were doing. I
tried not to make the arrangements too flashy, but made them to
support and present these great tunes in a lively and interesting
way. The arrangements are informed by old recordings and
contemporary piano sheet music. There is quite a lot of spontaneity
on the CD, all the featured musicians added interesting touches to
what they did and that is the musical world I like to inhabit. I don’t
want to single anyone out, but Concertina World readers might well
relish Sandra Kerr’s playing on the CD. She is so well known for
other things she does, the singing, the choral work, the songwriting,
that I think people don’t always appreciate just how good an English
concertina player she is, tremendously spontaneous and inventive.

PW: A side issue is the racism inherent in some of the titles in Kerr's
in the Plantation tunes section.
I wonder - do we use the original titles? If we do, are we not then
guilty of racism ourselves - but if we alter ("clean up") the titles are
we not then airbrushing the past. Your approach is refreshingly clear
...

VG: The racism is an issue. I thought long and hard about this. I do
not want to perpetuate insulting language, the CD exists for today,
thus I occasionally revised an insulting title. It says something about
the sensibility of the Victorian age that Kerr was quite happy to use
the n-word, but dashed out the word ‘hell’. Sensibilities change! As
a child of the 50s, I am quite surprised when I hear what I think are
swear words used on some Radio 4 conversation programmes.
Whenever I have changed a title I have made reference to it in the
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notes. I suppose ultimately I think the music transcends its origins.
I want to celebrate the fact this tremendous music is something
positive that came out of the encounter between African and
European musical traditions albeit under the conditions of the cruel
and brutish institution of slavery and ongoing endemic racism.

I did have the idea of purposely changing some of the titles, but I
thought this took attention away from music. I'm still rather
attracted by the idea of calling one piece in question: 'White racist
bigot in the woodpile; who's got the matches?’ but decided not to! I
might do it at a gig to see what reaction I get!

PW: At the risk of being controversial (and if you want to skip this
question as not strictly relevant Vic that's fine), related issues are
the demands for Cecil Rhodes' statue to be pulled down in Oxford
University, and whether or not Morris dancers in the UK who black
up, should be banned?

VG: I heard a very interesting Radio 4 programme in Grace Dent’s
sometimes wonderful ‘Untold’ series. It featured a black guy from
Bristol who went to the Padstow ‘Darky Day’ - the mutual
incomprehension was really painful. Both sides saw themselves as
members of minorities but could not really see the other person's
point of view. Both sides were historically uninformed.  [You can
hear the programme at
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b06yr6vh ].

Dressing up and disguising has been part of what the writer Bakhtin
called ‘the carnivalesque’ since ancient times, you can therefore
make an argument for blacking up being sanctioned by tradition.
Fair enough, although if sanctioned by tradition was a sufficient
argument we would still have a number of very unpleasant customs
from the past like bull baiting and throwing at cocks. But some
disguising and dressing up has been intended to be insulting or
intimidating (think of the KKK or Orange processions in Ireland with
their regalia and the use of the lambeg drum) and even if the
dressing up wasn't intended to insult, some people still find it
insulting. I lived for many years just outside of Lewes in Sussex,
and the Cliffe Bonfire Society purposely went out of their way to be
provocative, although I rather liked it the year they burnt Margaret
Thatcher in effigy!
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Although disguising and face blacking have an ancient history in
Britain, it definitely was reinforced as a practice by the amazing
popularity of black face minstrelsy from about the 1840s onwards.
Which is exactly the same origin as some of the material in Early
Scottish Ragtime!

So my view is, I would not black up; but then again I don't like
dressing up much either! I have refused to do gigs and left bands
where I was asked to dress up, but I was happy to don a costume
for the period I played for a clog Morris side and I will put my robes
on when I go to students’ graduations - that is dressing up of a
pretty fancy order! I am not always consistent! Traditions are
constantly changing in response to circumstances, they always have
done. I think it might be time for some Morris teams to rethink the
ways in which they disguise, but I would much rather it came from
them than some central diktat!

PW: Yes I saw some Morris dancers at Warwick folk festival this year
- one side had orange faces; another a black, lattice-like plastic
mask. Things are changing as the dancers reflect on the impact of
their costume.

VG: It is a similar point to the tune title issue - I would like people
to engage with what I do and you have to be sensitive to what
might offend them and make a judgement. So I am happy to
criticise aspects of the past but also celebrate some others.  I
condemn slavery, racism and imperialism, and also the racist nature
of some nineteenth century forms of entertainment; but I also want
to celebrate some of the positive things that came out of the
cultural encounters of the nineteenth century, including, blues, jazz
and ragtime. It is interesting that some African-Americans are
reclaiming parts of their heritage that were considered beyond the
pale; some saw blues as ‘plantation music’ and associated it with
bad old times of the South and rejected it; people like C C Conway
and The Carolina Chocolate Drops have reclaimed the banjo as a
black instrument and point to the black contribution to string band
music. I see Early Scottish Ragtime, in part, as an attempt to
contribute to that sort of perspective and I suppose I also see it as a
rejection of the narrow nationalism that has characterised some
aspects of the folk revival, which I have moved away from.
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PW: My personal starting point is that working class English culture
in the 1950s (which certainly shaped my childhood) was deeply
racist and reflected Britain's Imperial past. Many of the rhymes and
sayings of that time are patronising/ offensive but I wonder - do we
not need to remember this past in order to change the present?

VG: I change my mind on some things, musical and political,
whatever people think, I am not dogmatic in my views. I had some
sympathies with Tony Benn's view that we should not be part of the
European Community, but when I saw what the Brexiteers looked
like and were saying I voted ‘remain’. I have a history of supporting
lost causes! At heart I have libertarian inclinations, I don't like
banning things much. It is clear, much of the wealth that funded the
industrial revolution and our economic development was generated,
expropriated if you like, through slavery and imperialism. It was a
form of legitimised robbery, as much as shoplifting and burglary are
robbery. It often left a hell of a mess behind it, which is still
affecting people.

So, I changed my mind about the Rhodes statue, at first I was with
the protesters but then I thought you cannot change what has
happened but you can interpret history. I think I would be inclined
to keep the statue but make sure that every few days a nice big
poster went onto it detailing some of the outrages that Rhodes
perpetrated. There is a soft view around British imperialism,
basically excusing its excesses and emphasising its moderation, yet
when you dig into the history, some of it is really, really shocking.
George Orwell saw that - I don’t really have heroes, but Orwell
comes close to being one, along with Tom Paine. Imperialism has
also left us with a mind-set that says it is OK to meddle in other
countries - thus Tony Blair, dodgy dossiers and the Iraq War and all
that betrayal!  History itself is an area of contestation, music history
as well as every other kind, the past is never dead, which brings us
back to Early Scottish Ragtime!

PW: Are there any plans for the ESR band to perform live concerts
or ceilidhs?

VG: No! It was like pulling teeth to get people together for the
rehearsals and recordings, they are all so busy and Desi is now back
based in Limerick and Dan is in the Midlands enjoying a very
successful globetrotting career, it just would not be possible. A
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friend at Gateshead Council offered to help us put on the launch at
the wonderful St Mary Centre, but it just was not practical to
organise it. I did do a launch and presentations at Whitby and
Hartlepool festivals with Sandra Kerr - they were great fun, but
even they were difficult to organise in terms of the two of us
rehearsing. Sandra is workshopping some of the pieces at festivals
and weekend schools she goes to. When I produced the George
Ridley CD in 2012 (150 years after the first Blaydon Races) we had
a nice launch for that at the Bridge in Newcastle, but even then not
all the singers and instrumentalists could make it!

PW: Have you any plans for future projects?

VG: I'm never short of ideas! But how many will get done is another
question. I ‘retired' in 2010 and I've been pretty busy since then,
and I am 71 in a few weeks. In terms of research, I recently
submitted a long essay on the history of street ballad singers for a
book which should be out later this year. I am just completing a
major study of night visiting songs which I will submit to Folk Music
Journal in a couple of months. I am also at an advanced stage on
historical study of the song 'Barbara Allan’ but have not written it up
yet. I have assessed two PhD’s recently, I have read and
commented on a draft book on Baring Gould by my friend Martin
Graeber, a very interesting study, I read and comment on writing by
my friend Dave Harker who has produced some amazing stuff on
the Tyneside singer-songwriters of the19th century. Quite a lot of
people email or phone me asking for advice about research projects,
and if I'm interested in what they are doing, I am pleased to give it.
Luckily I have a reasonable pension and not everything I do has to
be for money! It is only this year that I have stopped doing some
part-time teaching - I re-taught a module on ‘The Musics of the
Southern States’ at Newcastle last year - very enjoyable and the
students lapped it up.

Then there's the musical stuff. I am uncertain in which direction to
push things. It is good working through a record company like
Fellside because of the distribution they can access - there’s a thrill
to seeing your CD advertised in Japanese! I think Paul and Linda
Adams are real heroes of non-mainstream music production, but as
I'm not a touring musician who sells lots of CDs at gigs, it is not
really fair to ask them to support lots of my harebrained schemes! It
is great they supported Early Scottish Ragtime.
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Nevertheless, I do have a few ideas in mind. I would quite like to do
an anthology CD as a companion to the night visit songs essay,
maybe with some of my younger friends like Lucy Farrell (who I
think is a wonderful singer) and maybe the Spiers family from
Aberdeenshire (who are good friends and great performers) as well
as Annie Dearman who I have performed with for over 20 years. I
have unearthed a lot of great material, some of which I have never
heard performed and it is amazing how contrasting the material is,
considering it all relates to one theme, the visit of a lover by night.

Then, and this is really at the early ideas stage, I have unearthed a
considerable amount of material very similar to the early Scottish
ragtime stuff, but published in London. It is hard to date because,
generally, 19th-century music publishers did not date their
products. The interesting thing is that a lot of the pieces are by
English banjo-playing composers but in the American style! Sandra
Kerr is keen to do this project, she so loves the style. If the present
CD sells well that might be on the cards, but it would be a lot of
work selecting, sorting out and arranging the material.

Then various friends have urged me to do a solo, or solo-with-
friends CD. Again, the only thing that makes me reluctant is the fact
I'm not a touring musician and my profile as a performer is really
confined to a few networks of people. Maybe I should do this and
just put it on SoundCloud for people who know me and like what I
do. I should certainly do that with songs I have written or co-
composed - Pete Coe has recently recorded a second one of my
songs, and it will be nice to make them available to other singers
who might like to use them.

PW: I like the Soundcloud idea. It was interesting you said you were
playing stringed instruments at present (the concertina world's loss
I might add) - I was speaking with Douglas Rogers on the phone
and he introduced me to a new genre of music - classic banjo
played in the 1930/40s fingerstyle on a nylon strung five string
banjo. There are videos on YouTube by e.g. Tarrant Bailey jnr. Very
unusual. Have you come across this genre before?

VG: Yes, I am aware of the classic banjo style, but it is older than
you suggest, and there are still some players around that do it very
well. Check out Rob Murch down in Devon, he has one foot in the
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traditional dance world and one in the classic banjo world. The style
developed in the second half of the 19th century. The banjo became
immensely fashionable, members of the royal family played it, and
Cecil Sharp taught himself the banjo when he sailed to Australia in
the 1880s! It uses the five string banjo, in a melodic way, basically I
think using thumb and two fingers on the right hand. In the old
books (there were banjo tutors available from the 1850s) it is
sometimes called ‘guitar style’ as opposed to 'stroke style’ which is
what we might call frailing.  There's a great website where you can
explore the classic style, with hundreds of recordings (http://classic-
banjo.ning.com ). Some of the playing is a bit stiff for my liking but
often very accomplished and historically it is really interesting. The
history of the banjo has been quite well written up, I particularly like
an article, Kaufman and Elias, "Minstrel and Classic Banjo: American
and English Connections." American Music 12.1 (1994) - you can
find it on the net at
https://docs.google.com/viewer?a=v&pid=sites&srcid=ZGVmYXVsd
GRvbWFpbnx3aW5hbnNiam98Z3g6YTkxOTI2MDIxN2U5ZDgz
It recognises the popularity of the banjo in Britain as well as the
USA.

I don’t play classic banjo, I play tenor banjo which developed in the
late nineteenth century, some say when mandolin players wanted to
be heard!

But I have not stopped playing the Anglo concertina! I still perform
with it regularly and certainly don't want to give it up. I would have
played more concertina on Early Scottish Ragtime had Sandra Kerr
not been involved in the project, and had making the recordings not
coincided with my ‘discovery' of the tenor banjo.

But I think my profile in the concertina world has diminished since I
stopped playing the duet, I think there was such rarity value to
playing the duet! In the past I have done workshops at Kilve and
Whitney, as well as at various concertina clubs. Dave Townsend
phoned me not so long ago asking if I could do Concertinas at
Whitney - I had to say, before you go on, do you know I've given up
playing the duet! There was a slightly embarrassed silence at the
other end of the phone - I think he had the Anglo well covered! Last
time I saw Colin and Rosalea Dipper we talked about me doing Kilve
again but that is 350 miles from where I live in Northumberland,
even if I did it for fun the fares would be enormously expensive and
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it would take a day each way travelling. There are lots of good Anglo
players around, some very nice players (I love Harry Scurfield’s
playing, Brian Peters is a pretty tidy player when he features the
Anglo, John Kirkpatrick is excellent though very different from the
way I play). The only place I have done concertina stuff recently is
at Whitby with Will Duke - it was lovely. It would be nice to do some
more of that sort of thing - I am particularly interested in how you
accompany songs on Anglo and melodeon and would enjoy doing
some participative workshops on that.

One other thing, I think concertina and banjo make a great
combination, pity I cannot play them both at the same time!

PW: Thanks Vic. AOB that you wish to communicate to our readers?

VG: Yes one thing partly by way of an apology. I read music but I
am also a great believer in playing by ear and from memory. A guy
turned up at the Anglo get-together Will Duke and I did at Whitby in
2016. He said he only ever played Anglo from music. This really
surprised me and I garbled out something like ‘That’s like drug
addiction’. As soon as I said it I regretted it and was not able to see
the man afterwards to apologise. It is not the thought that was
wrong, but the insensitivity of the way I said it was crass. I have
always been about encouraging people to express themselves
musically and have even done sol-fa inspired workshops on how to
hear intervals and play by ear. So if by chance he reads this, I am
sorry I did not speak more diplomatically, but I would encourage
you to play by ear and from memory, and if you are at Whitby get in
touch and I will give you a couple of sessions on basic ear playing
and buy you a beer - hopefully in the sunshine!

[Readers – check out the review to Vic’s latest CD “Early
Scottish Ragtime”, on the Fellside label, elsewhere in this
issue]
PS from Vic Gammon; a link to a rather intelligent essay on the history
of ragtime
https://www.loc.gov/collections/songs-of-america/articles-and-
essays/musical-styles/popular-songs-of-the-day/ragtime/
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Vic Gammon – Early Scottish Ragtime
Fellside Recordings FECD276
Adam Walker

East or West, not a question I immediately thought I’d be asking
myself when presented with this collection of tunes. However, this
latest slice of folk in the form of Scottish Ragtime from Vic Gammon

has presented just that. With his latest release, a 70th birthday
project, Vic delivers a set of tunes based around the syncopated
style that would eventually become American Ragtime. The style
had made its way east to Europe in double quick time after coming

to prominence in 1890’s America. In this
collection, Vic suggests that the show
tunes that shot Joplin and co. to the top
originally found form around Scotland,
published in Glasgow and Edinburgh in the
century prior to ragtime hitting the big
time.

Steering clear of the theoretical element
to instead consider the music at its heart,
I instantly found a liking for this collection.
Syncopation is at the heart of ragtime and
is found in fine form throughout, it
particularly suits my ear and my fingers.
For me as a box player who enjoys a
session in this style, I was thrilled by how
the environment has been captured. There

are a variety of lead instruments, that each capably take control of
the tunes; given the calibre of musicians that Vic has assembled,
you’d be disappointed if it were any other way. The unexpected
comes in the transition of instrumentation that at first I found
questionable but it soon delivered, and I found myself finding the
decisions as inspired. The accompaniment is just as varied, offering
deliciously balanced tones, from subtle shades to overt responses,
providing a depth in timbre that solely, or as a whole, vividly affords
us a slice of Vic’s collection.

Vic has assembled an outstanding band of musicians to record
Scottish Ragtime including Sandra Kerr on English concertina, Desi
Wilkinson on flute, Dan Walsh on the five string banjo, Stewart
Hardy on fiddle, Steve Harrison on mouth organ, Cecilia
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Winterbottom on bass and Sam Robson on piano. I found particular
pleasure in Desi Wilkinson’s contribution, particularly on Old Man’s
Dance/Tom Briggs Dance and Negro Melody where Desi’s driving
style pulls the rest of the band along. Other highlights include Billy
the Kid’s Jig/Hole in Wall – simple but very effective (and easy to
pick up if you want to join in); the concertina and banjo work of Get
on the Train, and the Geordie Favourites Set which pulses with the
pleasure of being a session regular, each instrument taking its turn
to exert their influence over the tune.

You do have to listen to the Scottish Ragtime with not so much fresh
ears but a fresh mind.  The melodies will surely present images of
the pre-conceived American culture to which ragtime has variably
been associated. A quick trip through those Scottish memories and
you’ll soon be reimagining the scene with a Celtic twist.

Anyone who plays around with folk music constantly hears the
throes of a tune, maybe a couple of notches away from how they
know it, or influencing a part or the whole of a piece. How many
times did these tunes cross the Atlantic with the migrant traffic of
the period before they were inevitably pinned to a style? It will no
doubt promote debate but for me the lasting quality is the recorded
collection itself, Enjoy!  <>

Change of information on workshops from John Richards

The Chorley Traditional Music Session provides multi instrument
Slow and Steady Workshops, including concertinas, at Eaves Green
Community Centre, Eaves Green, Chorley, Lancashire, UK.

“Slow and Steady” tune workshops – First Saturday of each
month. 2 pm to 5 pm

Refer to www.chorleytradmusicsessions.org.uk for further details.
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Behind the scenes of Hawkwood Concertina Band

27th – 29th January 2017.

Liz Ellison

Hawkwood Concertina Band saw a gathering of 34 players playing a
variety of pieces. Many people play a different instrument on each
piece or a different part. Each having great fun to make a wonderful
sound under the watchful eye of the conductor Steve Ellis or Dave
Townsend.

However as we all know these events don’t just materialise on the
day, there has to be some preparation as I now know too well
having ‘volunteered’ to assist Jenny & Peter Cox and Sally George to
prepare for this year’s event.

Throughout the year Jenny is trying to source new music and
welcoming ideas.  Then come September a final choice is needed to
be made, so that any new settings can be arranged and discussed
with the conductors.  Decisions of choice, quantity, old pieces re-
visited, part difficulty, new settings.  Finally it was settled on, all in
amongst Jenny & Peter moving house, and Peter not feeling too
good.  The choice was: Le Sentinel, La Calinda, The Lost Chord,
March form Judas Maccabeus, Prelude to a Te Deum, Rhosymedre,
The Sloop and a Mystery Piece (?). This had to be set for concertina
band by Dave Turner and was The Glow-worm Idyll revealed on the
weekend, as the piece played by Ashton-under-Lyme Concertina
Band,  ICA recording https://soundcloud.com/ica-concertina-
recordings/ashton-under-lyme-concertina

Then time to arrange with Hawkwood College the price for the
weekend and when bookings are to be allowed. The weekend has
been an annual event since 2000 so bookings are always keenly
subscribed.  There is a need to ensure there is room for some
newcomers.  A working list of emails is prepared and checked before
the ‘opening bookings’ email is sent.  ‘Oh what about the people
who maybe on holiday’ I hear a cry.  Even the bookings email is
carefully timed to ensure maximum participation. Hawkwood office
is primed, and the names flood in, around mid-October.

When can I get my music I hear – Not yet I reply, lots to do yet.
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Next I check all the contact details we don’t want the music going
astray. Also what instruments have you got, would like to borrow
and who are willing to lend. This is easier now with wonderful email
but still chance for mix-ups so some frantic phone calls ensue.
Oh dear a couple of people are now poorly and can’t come, just a
quick re-jig of parts to pieces. Don’t forget the cards to wish them
well and we will be thinking of them.

Then it’s time for a breather as we prepare for Christmas with a
promise of music in the New Year.  Sally, Peter & Jenny then copy
all the parts and allocate to people before popping in the envelope
and off they go.  Then the question – have they got there, have you
opened it, are they right. Some missing! Time for the scanner and
pdf’s sent.  Oh can we have some music files please Nick Oliver and
then I can load them on Dropbox so people can practise or scare
them off….

Ensure the newcomers are happy with logistics and allocate ‘friends’
to help them out on arrival.

What’s next on the list, oh people may want to know where they are
sitting.  Most people if they are changing parts or instruments have
to move seats.  The music stand stays put the people move we are
getting quite slick now.  More matrixes to be created by Jenny
putting parts to seats and then checked and typed up by me. Don’t
forget the instrument loan chart too.

Oh the weekend is getting close now, don’t forget the name tags
and the CD money box.  I rope in some extra volunteers to help
over the weekend ensure everything runs smoothly, setting up,
moving chairs, etc.

The WEEKEND has arrived – it then runs like clockwork.  I arrive
after work, the place is buzzing, people and instruments are there.
The band room has been set-up, all my charts are up on the walls.
Dave Townsend has a stand. A display of Salvation Army band
memorabilia is out, thanks to Shaz Turner and Les Branchett.

The WEEKEND is a blast.  Great music played. Friends chat in the
evening, catching-up on what they have done since last year.
Having a drink playing some session music.  Saturday evening we
have a ‘Desert Island Discs’ chaired by Jenny Cox with Dave
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Townsend as the guest.  We learn some fascinating things from
Dave and he plays eight brilliant tunes for his ‘records’ of course his
concertina is his ‘object’.

Have we forgotten anything – the camera for the group photo
(rescued by Jenny), a corkscrew for the wine (rescued by the
college), otherwise everything sorted – phew.

And then it is gone, all over for another year.  Everything is packed
away, feedback forms are collected a last tea is had before we all
wend our way home, brain dead, humming Rhosymedre and looking
forward to next year.

--------------------------------------------------------------
Bristol Concertinas

Once a month Concertina Band meeting for competent
music readers.
Numbers limited.
Information: Jenny Cox
jenny@coxboxes.co.uk
–––-–-–--–-–-—-–-—-–-—-–-—-–-—-–-—-–-—-–-—-—––
Hawkwood Concertina Band Weekend

Last weekend in January. Annual since 2000.
Professional conductors.
At Hawkwood College north of Stroud, Gloucestershire.
Information:
Jenny Cox
jenny@coxboxes.co.uk

Liz Ellison
Lizellison123@gmail.com

<>
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CONCERTINAS AT CHRISTMAS
Caroline Smith

An afternoon of festive fun was enjoyed by those attending the J25
Concertina Band’s “Concertinas at Christmas” concert in the music
room at the Sidholme hotel on Saturday Dec 17th in support of Sid-
mouth Town Band’s appeal for a new band room.

The 14-strong band, named after Junction 25 on the M5 where they
meet monthly in the village of Ruishton to rehearse, come from as
far afield as Maidstone and Whitstable in Kent and Macclesfield in
Cheshire as well as from far flung corners of Devon and the South
West.

The afternoon was both entertaining and informative as Claire, band
leader and conductor, gave us a guided tour of the concertinas, from
the tiny piccolo through the treble and baritone to the hefty bass.
The amalgamated sound of these fine instruments was rich and
rounded and reminiscent of the sounds of Christmas long since
passed.

There was plenty of opportunity for audience participation from
singing along to the Carols and songs, to a game of Christmas pass
the parcel, for which Claire was ably assisted by two rather over-
grown Elves! Santa also made an appearance, getting stuck in a
chimney!

The stage was suitably decked out with concertina cases tied in fes-
tive red ribbon and arranged as a pile of presents centre stage and
music stands adorned with tinsel and well stuffed Christmas stock-
ings.

As the band donned Santa hats and the audience sang along to
‘Have yourself a merry little Christmas’ Christmas had certainly got
off to a jolly good start.

<>
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Obituary David J. Leese
Chris Algar

It is with deep sadness that I have to inform you of the recent death
of David J Leese - concertina repair man and generally all round nice
person.
Dave bought his first concertina in the late 70's and within a few
years had become an indispensable help to the fledgling Barleycorn
concertinas.
He could always be found manning a stall at some Folk Festival with
his usual charm and good nature.
He worked at that time as a typewriter mechanic - an occupation
which was wiped from the face of the Earth over a very short time
period with the advent of the word processor.
He then returned to his previous job as a nurse in a hospital for
those with mental issues - and would have been excellent at that
task with his natural kindness and
patience - but it did put quite a strain on
him and he took the gamble of changing
direction and learning to repair
concertinas, make bellows and eventually
sell concertina spares.
About fifteen years ago he moved to
Barmouth in North Wales and was well
settled there. I guess that a great
number of people in the concertina world
had reason, at some time or another, to
call him and use his services.
In the last five years he had increasingly
suffered from a catalogue of health issues each one of which would
have stopped most people in their tracks - but Dave continued on -
trying his best to help anyone with unfailingly good humour and
great care.
He was taken quite ill recently and when I went to see him in
hospital it was clear that he was in a bad way. He had some kind of
infection, and sadly it couldn't be fought off.
His funeral was back in his home town of Wheelock, Cheshire on
17th November, followed by burial in the churchyard at Christ
church.
He leaves a wife – Christine - his children Adrian, Julian and Marie
plus his adored grandchildren, Deena and Raymond.
He will be sadly missed.<>
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 ‘Concertina Nova’ - Modernizing after 188 years
 The adventure of a review

Bruce Thomson

I feel like Oliver asking for more…

Concertinas haven’t changed much since about 1829, the horse-
and-cart era when Charles Wheatstone made the first one. That’s
seven English monarchs ago. No electricity, phones, flush toilets,
power tools, plastics. Steam trains had just started.
And they’re expensive because even today they are complicated to
create. It’s precision work, still done by hand. I have a Lachenal
English, which I’ve played daily, about 2,500 hours, in all kinds of
situations since starting in January 2010. It’s about 150 years old,
and cost about US$2,000. I’ve bought three other traditional form
‘cheap’ concertinas, each under $1,000. All sounded screechy or had
bad defects.

To get a good modern one made by an artisan costs an intimidating
$3,000 to $10,000. Examples are the S-Wave MIDI one (Musical
Instrument Digital Interface) http://bit.ly/2kUsrSq and Wakker MIDI
ones at http://bit.ly/2lwYBkC that have electronics that replace the
reeds, and some even do away with the bellows.
But I don’t want to pay for a hand-crafted Rolls Royce thanks. I just
want a good concertina that everyone can afford and have. This is
2017 – today's technologies include cheap 3D printing in many
excellent materials. I want to create an excellent concertina, the
‘Concertina Nova’, for under US$300. It’ll sound excellent, have
hundreds of fine quality voice options, look classy, and be easier to
play and customize and repair.

Who might benefit?

There’s an estimated 7,000 concertina players globally (see
http://bit.ly/2kLcHB2 ). A search for ‘concertina’ gets 6 million hits.
I’ve wondered what might happen if the price was reduced to about
$300, the price of a guitar. Their population is 260 million, the
Google is 600 million. http://bit.ly/2lm774Y
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Latest pioneers
In the concertina fraternity there’s been years of discussions about
modifying the instrument for easier playing. There’s some admirable
innovative ones on YouTube, notably just-a-few-dollars MIDI ones
like these:
Robert Pich’s… http://bit.ly/2k0Gmad

Roy Whiteley’s battery-operated, self-contained one http://bit.ly/2kFEsZj
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and Bandoneon-Medley’s at http:/ /bit.ly/2kQMLnr

Also admirable is Dr. Göran Rahm’s 15 years of highly intelligent,
practical work to make the instrument better suit hand movement.
He’ll talk to you about it at http://bit.ly/2ksjFb2

I myself have created a swivel thumb strap, and under-knee strap
for stability, see http://bit.ly/2k9CD5c
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My swivel-strap concertina, with under knee strap for stabilizing

What more do we want?
Nobody yet is marketing one that ‘has everything’, that is, does all
of this…
- Does away with need for reeds and bellows.
- Sounds great (first priority: high quality concertina/accordion
voices, plus optional other voices like flute, bass guitar, etc.)
Pressure-sensitive buttons for good self-expression.
- Looks beautiful too, especially if 3D-printing offers almost any fine
detail, elegant designer filigree art, any colour(s), any elegant
choice of heavy or light plastics, everything easily copyable. Beauty
attracts new users/buyers, increases use, spread. It affects appeal
to the new, young market that the Concertina Nova is intended for.
It glitters in the campfire light, under spotlights, in TV and YouTube
videos.

Beautiful buttons of Roland FX-8X accordion
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Beauty is part of what I call the 'context' of the experience. People
playing or running events mostly ignore context, I find, despite its
huge effect on the experience. TV people are acutely and painfully
aware of it, as each millisecond of it determines whether the viewer
presses that channel change button.
- Easier, nicer-feel to play, because of better design of the
keyboard, possibly sculpted to suit the natural arc that fingers
sweep during   playing.

Our Fingers (and hearts) still want the satisfying ‘real feel’
springiness and movement of the buttons, rather than a lifeless
electrostatic ‘touch screen’.
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- If we replace the bellows, maybe still gives a ‘bendy’ ability for
ease and expressiveness. Maybe a flexible bridge between the left
and right button boards.
- It’s totally portable (battery powered, with built-in speakers that
sound great round campfires with guitar, on a school bus, at parties,
etc.)
- Cheap enough to become the seen-everywhere side friend of the
hugely popular $300-ish guitar.
- Tough! The sound is totally electronic - not dependent on delicate
wood, leather, rustable reeds, etc. The Nova is drop-proof, scratch-
indifferent in a backpack, falling off a bicycle (which broke my Stagi
beeswax (in 2014!!!) glueing). Even fairly weatherproof, okay near
a campfire, doesn’t care about hard work masonry dust onsite at
lunch time.
- Is simple to make, fix, customize to the owner’s hand size, using
easy-to get/make parts. That includes 3D-printed plastic parts from
open source (free, public) websites.

Marvels of 3D printing in 2017
Remember always, after the CAD drawing is done and the 3D
printer is set up (or you mail-order it to a 3D service), all the
excruciating repetitive artisan work is done by the printer while you
have a good night's sleep. (Peek at a video of today’s glorious new
home workshop fabrication robots http://bit.ly/2lq2Lhp ) Or online-
order ten Concertina Novas to get a discount, or a hundred to make
a school orchestra. All could be configurable by their controlling
Android/iPhone software to be optionally 'piccolo' concertinas or
piccolo flutes, treble English or tenors, Anglo, Duet, acoustic or
electric basses. Whatever you want. Compare that with the huge
cost and cupboard space and fragility/theft risk of pianos, tubas,
trombones, guitars, etc.

Current needs
Practical creation of prototype parts by existing builders, each
focussing on one aspect, conferring in the Facebook page.
Reader opinions, encouragement, cautions, links to MIDI parts,
volunteer experts and helpers, known markets, components.
Tentative interest-to-buy if we create it.

Status early 2017
All the above is the ‘requirements specification’ of the Concertina
Nova. People seem to be warming to it. I’ve chosen to discuss it
mostly in the (modern, easy, visual) Facebook page
http://bit.ly/2lx1qlp called Concertinas are cool! but also a bit in
www.concertina.net
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I’m delighted by what has been achieved already by the people
pictured above. I’m hoping to informally coordinate a group project
to combine some of it into the Concertina Nova, using the ‘open
source’ (public, free, cooperating volunteer) style. Possibly, if we
need money for mass fabrication, we could crowdfund that using
Indiegogo. https://www.indiegogo.com/how-it-works

I’m quite happy if some participants participate as a business
activity for profit. I just want to play the end result, to see hundreds
of thousands of people globally discover joy from a superb new
grandchild of our centuries-loved old concertina, alongside their
millions of guitars.

The author, Bruce Thomson is a director of Abretech New Zealand
Limited, and a keen player of English-type concertina.
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Membership Secretary’s Report 31-12-2016

The overall membership increased by eight members compared with 2015.
As usual many of the UK payments come in early in the year by standing
order, BACS and cheques.  There is then a lull but after Reminder emails go
out at the end of January and in March most of the subscriptions are in by
the end of April. Then after that there is only a trickle.  New subscriptions
are spread fairly evenly throughout the year with perhaps a small surge
after some of the concertina weekends.

During 2016 I was informed of the death of Cecil French. He was almost 90
years old and joined the ICA in 1999.

And now for a few statistics:

Total Membership 346 Life members 38   Family members 28 Lapsed
members. 35 New members 21

Payment methods:  Bank transfers 31 Cheques 47 Standing orders 123
 PayPal 68

In Europe there are 19 ICA members including 1 in Belgium, Denmark,
France, Italy, Malta, Sweden and Switzerland, 2 in Eire and Spain and 4 in
Germany and Holland.

In North America concertina players are spread very thinly and
unsurprisingly, as I have been told, most are unwilling to drive 300 miles to
meet other concertina players. There are however 28 ICA members in the
USA and 4 in Canada.

The remainder of the world has 1 member in Japan and New Zealand and 4
in Australia,

Attempts to find concertina organisations in Ireland have so far not borne
fruit and despite the large number of Irish players they do not seem have
any concertina clubs or groups.

The ICA has made contact with the Boer Music Club in South Africa and an
article has been sent to them for publication in their magazine.  However no
confirmation from them has been received to date.
The Magazine Editor Pauline de Snoo has contact with a concertina player in
Bolivia where concertinas are found in abundance.  Hopefully something will
come of these in the not too distant future. The ICA will continue to further
these contacts.<>
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2017 AGM - Treasurer’s Report – Paul McCann

2016 Accounts (unaudited – audit completion is expected in March)
Subscription income (including donations) was slightly lower than in 2015,
at ¢ 5,597.  Total expenditure was ¢ 4,868, leaving a surplus of ¢ 729
(¢ 736 including bank interest).  2016 expenditure was also lower than
2015, reflecting no PICA expense and no grants or donations during the
year, partly offset by costs of ¢ 205 for the Newcastle AGM event, and the
purchase of another batch of blue sticky labels for issue to new members.

Members’ reserves at the end of 2016 stood at ¢ 17,881.  This continues to
represent over 3 years’ normal expenditure.  Your committee has adopted a
policy of retaining approximately 2 years of expenditure as reserves.

2017 Outlook
For 2017, we are expecting subscription income to be about the same as
last year.  At the time of writing (Feb 2017), it appears to be roughly in line
with the plan.   Once again, we expect to issue four editions of Concertina
World in 2017.  These, and our regular operating costs, should leave a
surplus of at least   300, which, together with accumulated reserves, can
be applied to projects and grants yet to be approved by the committee.
Your committee is always looking for ways to improve the Association 
offer to members, and would welcome suggestions and assistance in
creating and delivering these!  We also continue to look for ways to
minimise the essential costs of running the association, and improve the
administration service.

A Comment on Membership Subscriptions (again!)
I have made this comment before, but repeat it here for the benefit of
recently joined members.  Given the surpluses built up in recent years, your
committee has considered a reduction in membership fees, or a subscription
holiday for members.  However, we remain of the opinion that it would be
better to spend the accumulating funds to provide new or improved
member benefits, and to promote the manufacture and playing of
concertinas.  A subscription holiday several years ago proved very difficult
to administer, and it would also be unfair on subscribed life members who
have paid for the benefits of membership for each succeeding year.

Hopefully this report is clear, but if members have any questions please feel
free to email me at treasurer@concertina.org

Paul McCann Hon. Treasurer         February 2017
 <>
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Editor's report 24 February 2017

First of all I want yot to know that I am still enjoying the work so your
editor is willing to continue the work if re-elected.

Since last AGM in 2016 your editor has been working with Paul Walker to
adapt the present constitution or perhaps a whole new constitution. Paul
and I need to discuss some more points before putting it to the committee
and after that to the members.

Quote from the minutes of the AGM 16 April 2016 which gave permission to
work on this:

“The meeting was strongly in favour of changing the rules to reflect the
international nature of the association. It therefore empowered the
committee to change the constitution as they saw fit to meet the present
situation. Postal/email voting on the constitution should be considered. It is
not realistic to expect overseas members to travel to an AGM.” (For entire
minutes see CW 466).

Work on a new constitution is in progress and it is the target that a concept
will be published in Concertina World 470 June 2017.
A postal vote will then be asked from the members as suggested above.
However the committee needs to agree on it first. There has not been any
committee meeting since 28 September 2016 and hopefully next one will be
6 March 2017 just after this has been sent to the printers and is hopefully in
the mail to you because this needs to be with you in time before the AGM.

The machinery of the ICA has in the mean time worked without fault as far
as I can see. Membership secretary Martin Henshaw and Treasurer Paul
McCann working together as a real team to keep the funds coming in and
going out as it should be and Concertina World being published regular as
clockwork.

Michel, the webmaster, has been publishing anything that was requested on
the website. For major changes of or on the website we need to come up
with well prepared ideas so that the webmaster only needs to implement
changes and not invent it all himself. However sofar no practical ideas other
than open and vague suggestions have come up in meetings and nothing
has been decided.
The present website gives links to the ICA facebook, ICA youtube, ICA
twitter and ICA soundcloud accounts. These are the media that are most
mobile and easily adaptable.

Besides the publication of Concertina World I have been busy publishing
and sharing items on the facebook page of the ICA as some of you may
have noticed.
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The ICA Youtube channel and Twitter account that I maintain are not very
active. Youtube is not moving much mainly because I used to film whenever
it was possible and publish that on this Youtube channel. Nobody else has
provided any other videoclips in all the years that it exists and I have not
been in the UK last year to film concertina events.

I am very fortunate that each time so many people are willing to contribute
articles for Concertina World. For which I thank everybody however small or
large the contribution was.
Paul Walker has provided me every time with lots of interesting material for
all of you of which as always some very interesting interviews.

Thank you readers and I hope you will continue to enjoy the
magazine.

Pauline de Snoo
<>

Message from the Secretary Colin Whyles:

Several posts are necessary for the operation of the ICA. Please send nomi-
nations for the posts of
• Librarian
• Concertina World Editor
• Secretary
• Membership Secretary
• Webmaster
• Treasurer
to the Secretary as above. You can email  or use the postal address 64
Broom Street, Great Cornard, Sudbury, Suffolk CO10 0JT, UK

Nominees require a proposer and seconder.

We also need nominations for the post of Auditor who is not a
member of the committee but ensures that the committee spend your
money properly.
Nominations are also sought for ordinary members of the
committee. You can nominate yourself but do require a proposer and sec-
onder. It is very likely that an existing committee member would be pre-
pared to second you. We want to encourage new
members onto the committee. Do not be shy!

Meetings are normally conducted by telephone conference call at no cost to
yourself so this is not onerous.
Members resolutions for the AGM can be delivered to the Secretary up to
the start of the meeting but it would be helpful to have them in advance.
<>
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Yorkshire Concertina Club AGM Sunday 16 October 2016
Report of what we've done this year.
Helen Graham

November meeting: Joint meeting with NECP. We provided food.
Good time had by all.

December: Christmas band and carols

January: Band; New American Patrol, Hymne a l'Amour, Lili
Marlene, the Triumph. After lunch, Little Mouse, Yuesterday, Crookit
Bawbee, Le Canal en Octobre, Tennessee Waltz, Maccabeus.
Homework: Little Mouse, Shannon Waters, Da Slockit Licht.

February: Alex led both parts of the day. We worked on the C scale
concentrating on sound, then learned Grimstock by ear and tried
some ways of adding chords etc.

March: no idea

April: Dave Ball led both parts of the day, we worked on some of his
'date tunes', mostly to do with the Napoleonic Wars.

May: Revision.

June: Band: Lili Marlene, New American Patrol,some of Dave Ball's
Swaledale music.
Chris McShane led the afternoon workshop on accompaniment with
a Powerpoint presentation, work sheets and some music to try
adding chords to.

July: revision

September: Joint meeting with NECP on 2nd Sunday.  Good tunes
from Dave and Carolyn.  Graham, Nick, Ruth, Carolyn, Alex and
Helen attended – a good number. <>

This may give you an impression of what local groups are up to
throughout the year. PS
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Calling all concertina players aged 14-20…

What are you doing between 24th-29th July 2017?

How about 5 days of non-stop music, dancing and
workshops?

The ICA are excited to announce that for the first time in 13 years, the Folkworks
Youth Summer School 2017 will have a dedicated English concertina tutor.

The Summer School is a legendary, inspiring and hugely enjoyable event, which has
helped launch the careers of leading folk musicians such as Nancy Kerr, Rob Harbron,
Sam Sweeney and many more.

It offers a combination of expert tuition from leading folk musicians, a chance to play
in bands, to try new styles of music and dance, and most importantly to meet other
young musicians from across the country.

The tutor for this year’s Folkworks Youth Summer School will be the brilliant young
concertina player Alex Wade, herself a former Youth Summer School student. Alex is
a dynamic, lively player, and an experienced concertina tutor.

The Youth Summer School is a fully residential course, with accommodation in
Durham School, Durham City, in the North East of England.

For more details and to book:
http://www.sagegateshead.com/event/folkworks-youth-summer-school-2017/

Or if you would like more advice or information about the Folkworks experience, the
ICA can put you in touch with past participants of the Youth and Adult summer
schools.
Please note - the Folkworks Adult Summer School 2017 will run from 31st July – 5th

August at St. John’s College Durham (for anyone more mature!) and will also be a
fantastic week of concertina tuition with Jeff Warner, and much, much more!
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AGM of the
International Concertina Association

22 April 2017
 West Midlands Concertina Group (see page 3)

http://www.concertinas.de/meeting.htm

28th April to 1st of Mai

Scandinavian Squeeze-In
  April 28-30, 2017

   www.nonce.dk/SSI Email:   ssi@nonce.dk

Swaledale Concertina weekend
19 -21 May 2017

www.swaledalesqueeze.org.uk/

BANDING TOGETHER JUNE 16-18 2017

http://www.j25.btck.co.uk/BandingTogether

Arran Concertina Event
6 - 9 October 2017

List of Local Groups, events and players
on the website www.concertina.org


